Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University  
Sector-16C, Dwarka, New Delhi- 110078  
(Planning Branch)  

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS

Subject: Announcement of FICA art grant 2017.

The foundation for India Contemporary Art invites applications for FICA Public Art Grant 2017 to support art projects located in the public relive in India. Through the grant FICA aims to generate interest in public and projects and initiate an open debate among artists, local communities and the larger public to engage with shared environments in new ways. The scheme gives grant for only one year.

**Last date** - 20th September 2017

**Eligibility Criteria** –
- Individuals or groups may apply.
- The age should be 18 year or older.
- Should be interested in public art.
- The applicants should be Indian citizens, currently residing in India.

Further details may please be obtained at email – info@ficart.org, and contact number - 011-4613550, 011-65474005. Application has to be submitted by post on the prescribed form.
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